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SINKS’ FEATURES

Foster
satin

microfoster
anti-scratch

The Foster satin fi nish.
The steel is treated with special vegeta-
ble fi bres that give it the characteristic 
extrafi ne satin fi nish that is highly elegant 
and functional. This makes the surfaces 
very smooth and easy to clean.

The Microfoster fi nish.
A scratchproof fi nish with an exclusive, 
extrafi ne and almost imperceptible tex-
tured appearance that gives the steel a 
special shine and sets off the style to its 
best effect.

designer fi nishes
The exclusive fi nishes on Foster steels are 
the result of painstaking research, the aim 
being to achieve the perfect combination 
between good looks and functionality. 
A distinctive feature, a true trademark that 
makes our products stand out for the ease 
with which they can be cleaned.

Designer looks, functionality, selected raw materials and 
an eye to detail. In short, the added value of Foster sinks. 
A unique and comprehensive range of solutions that are 
extremely practical while being created to give that 
personal touch to every kitchen.

design
anti-scratch

Design fi nish.
Scratchproof fi nish with an original and 
elegant texture that protects the material 
from accidental scuffi ng and from wear 
through use.

steel without compromise
Foster has always been a specialist when it comes to working steel and takes great care to use materials able to provide the 
best performance. Our entire range is made with AISI 304 - 18/10 austenitic steels. Thanks to the high percentages of 
chrome and nickel they contain, they give a particularly bright fi nish, are extremely sturdy and absolutely resistant to rust 
and corrosion.

Ekotek: not just steel
There’s also room for an innovative synthetic material amongst Foster’s proposals. 

Ekotek is a composite product containing resins and mineral charges with exceptional 
mechanical and thermal characteristics. Since it is so easy to work with, it’s perfect for 

making both worktops and shaped appliances like sinks. The catalogue illustrates 
some of the solutions as alternatives to the corresponding steel models.

extra
whitewhiteoats

6
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A classy and contemporary 
idea, to be installed under the 
worktop; available in various 
types of sinks, with soft or squa-
re design.

Undermount

The fl ush-mount sink has no ver-
tical edge, and must be sunk in-
to a one-millimetre deep recess 
in the worktop’s surface. 

Flush-mount

An original edge, with an inclined, 
3-mm-high profi le, matching 
an extreme elegance with the 
easiness of installation. 

Flat-edge

Traditional built-in with the verti-
cal, 8-mm edge. 

Standard

built-in and beyond
The methods with which worktops can be built-in have become increasingly more varied and customized. 
Foster was the fi rst sink manufacturer to have researched and used the new recessing methods and has thus acquired a 
great deal of experience. It now offers the most comprehensive range available on the market, with fl ush-mount, fl at-edge 
and undermount installation.

sturdy sinks
If you want to fi nd out how robust our sinks are, you just ha-
ve to weigh them. Foster uses steel that’s thicker than the 
type generally used by other manufacturers for all types of 
sink (welded or single-pressed) and price class.

1mm >200mm spacious bowls
Thanks to the pioneering manufacturing technology used, 
all the bowls in Foster sinks provide a generous depth 
(even the single-pressed versions, i.e. formed from a sin-
gle sheet of steel). The bowls in many of the versions are 
more than 20 cm deep, thus sizeable and practical for all 
washing operations.

automatic waste fi tting
The automatic drain with remote control is part of the 
standard equipment supplied with some of the models. 
A very convenient accessory that saves you from wetting 
your hands when the bowl needs emptying. On request, 
many other models can be customized with the double 
hole required for installation of the remote control or, as an 
alternative, the practical soap or detergent dispenser.

combinations
Every Foster product is part of an integrated 

solution for the kitchen environment. Sinks and 
cooker hobs made with the same materials, 

with the same design and the same fi nishes. 

waste fi ttings
Foster sinks are equipped with a generously sized 3.5” 
waste fi tting and practical strainer plug that prevents 
solids from fl owing away with the waste water. The 3.5” 
drain empties the bowl very quickly and allows the Foster 
waste-shredder, which is compatible with all models, to 
be used. (Compatibility with the waste-shredders of other 
manufacturers is not guaranteed).

7
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.Tre and Tre Alto 

(8457 000 - 8468 000 - page 62)
Flexo 
(8456 000 - page 65)

›› 3000 series

8647 000 
Cutting board 34x40

A

8100 302 
Dishes holder
40x43

β2

8100 301 
Dishes holder
25x43

β1

8643 000 
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

S

8612 000 
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100 
White basket 40x40 

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

P

M

8646 000 
Cutting board 40x40

G

STANDARD BUILT-IN

8101 000 
Steel colander

8151 100 
White colander

suggested 
faucets
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A  M  P  R  β1  

60 cm 
970x500 mm
950x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

›› 3000 series

packing: 
107 x 57 x 25 cm - 8 Kg

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

A  G  M  R  S  β1    β2   β

1312 061 r/h
1312 062 l/h

finishing          code           

packing: 
120 x 52 x 25 cm - 10,2 Kg

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

A  P  R  β1   

finishing          code           

packing: 
107 x 57 x 25 cm - 10,2 Kg

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

A  G  M  R  S  β1    β2   

finishing          code           

packing: 
94 x 56 x 25 cm - 9 Kg

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

G  M  S  β1    β2   

finishing          code           

packing: 
94 x 57 x 25 cm - 7,8 Kg

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

A  M  R  β1

finishing          code           

packing: 
85 x 56 x 25 cm - 8,4 Kg

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

1370 060

1382 062 l/h

1381 061 r/h
1381 062 l/h

1372 060

accessories   

Foster
satin

1363 061 r/h
1363 062 l/h

finishing          code           

90 cm 
1160x500 mm
1140x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

100 cm 
970x500 mm
950x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

90 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

80 cm 
790x500 mm
770x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

STANDARD BUILT-IN si
nk

s

standard 
built-in

Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› KS series

8647 000 
Cutting board 34x40

8100 301 
Dishes holder
25x43

β1

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8643 000 
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

MA

Tre Alto 
(8468 000 - page 62)

Geo 
(8454 000 - page 63)

suggested 
faucets

STANDARD BUILT-IN
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› KS series

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

A  M  R  β1   β

80 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

A  M  R  β1   β

2112 061 r/h
2112 062 l/h

packing: 
120x52x25 cm - 8,2 Kg

A  M  R  β1   β packing: 
94 x 56 x 25 cm - 6,6 Kg

accessories   

Foster
satin

2182 060

80 cm 
1160x500 mm
1140x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

45 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

2181 061 r/h
2181 062 l/h

bowls’
depth >=200mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

STANDARD BUILT-IN

packing: 
94x56x25 cm - 7,4 Kg

si
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Sliding Rails

U2  M2  Z  

finishing          code           

packing: 
100 x 61 x 26 cm - 9,6 Kg

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

1486 061 r/h
1486 062 l/h

suggested 
faucets

8643 115
Cutting board 28x48

8154 000
St. steel colander 25x36

Z

8100 115
St. steel dishes holder 
23x47

U2M2

90 cm 
860x540 mm
840x520 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

Sliding Rails is an extremely practical, innovative 
sink that optimizes the available space. Thanks to its 
elegant and functional design, the accessories slide 
along independent tracks and can be used to obtain 

a great many different configurations.

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

Kelvin 
(8470 000 - page 60)

Lorenzo 
(8466 000 - page 64)

STANDARD BUILT-IN
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Uragano

suggested 
faucets

I  O  Q  U  V  L2  T  Z  

finishing          code           

packing: 
100 x 53 x 23 cm - 8,8 Kg

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

1555 600

8151 100 
White colander

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

8154 000 
St. steel colander 25x36

Z

8100 154 
Dishes holder
25x35

8100 112 
Plastic bowl holder 
37x45 

V

8100 111
Dishes holder 23x45

U

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

 TQ

8644 003 
Twin cutting board  
37x46

O

To use only with V 
bowl holder

8152 100 
White plastic bowl
36x30

L2

8659 112 
Cutting board 37x46

I

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

1555 460

Foster
satin

microfoster
anti-scratch

I  O  Q  U  V  L2  T  Z  

100 cm 
970x500 mm
950x480 mm
3½”

accessories   

Uragano, thanks to the comprehensive, 
modular set of accessories, becomes a 

functional centre for preparing food and every 
washing requirement.

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

MS 
(8445 000 - page 70)

STANDARD BUILT-IN

Peppone 
(8465 000 - page 64)

si
nk

s
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

suggested 
faucets

GS 
(8447 000 - page 70)

Lorenzo 
(8466 000 - page 64)

›› Tornado series
STANDARD BUILT-IN

 

8151 100
White colander

Q

8152 100 
White plastic bowl
36x30

O

8644 003 
Twin cutting board  
37x46

L2

8659 112 
Cutting board 37x46

IH

8659 111 
Cutting board 37x30

8100 121 
Dishes holder

Ω

8100 111
Dishes holder 23x45

8154 000 
St. steel colander 25x36

Z

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

U

8100 154 
Dishes holder
25x35

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

 T
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› Tornado series

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

H  I  O  Q  U  L2    T    Z   

80 cm 
790x500 mm
770x480/r135 mm
3½” with remote control

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
82 x 52 x 23 cm - 7 Kg

H  I  O  Q  U  L2    T    Z   

1579 660

packing: 
82 x 52 x 23 cm - 7,4 Kg

H  O  Q  Ω  
packing: 
94 x 60 x 30 cm - 25,5 Kg

1580 310

1750 140

accessories   

Foster
satin

1679 660

80 cm 
790x500 mm
770x480 mm
3½” with remote control

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

accessories   

Foster
satin

90 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

oats

1579 460microfoster
anti-scratch

1750 190white

STANDARD BUILT-IN

packing: 
100 x 53 x 23 cm - 10 Kg
46 x 44 x 29 cm - 4,6 Kg

The sinks in the Tornado series 
have a wide range of acces-
sories designed to make each 
operation easier and to get the 
most out of the available space.

Pratical and environment-friendly, Tornado 2 
ways has a garbage disposal unit for selecti-
ve waste collection that allows you to dispose 
of waste straight from the sink without dirtying 
anything and without having to bend down.

H  I  O  Q  U  L2    T    Z   

100 cm 
970x500 mm
950x480 mm
3½” with remote control

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Ekotek 
syntethic sink

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

Complete with two-ways waste bin 
for DIFFERENTIATED REFUSE COLLECTION (8123 000)

Tornado 2 ways

si
nk

s

standard 
built-in
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

suggested 
faucets

GS
(8447 000 - page 70)

MS 
(8445 000 - page 70)

›› Corner sinks

8100 154
Dishes holder
25x35

 T

8100 301
Dishes holder
25x43

β1

8100 331 
Dishes holder

8154 000
St. steel colander 
25x36

ZW

8151 100 
White colander

Q

S

8612 000
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100
White basket 40x40 

8611 000
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8101 000 
Steel colander

P

8643 000 
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

M

8647 000 
Cutting board 34x40

8655 000 
Cutting board 45x40

EA

STANDARD BUILT-IN
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› Corner sinks

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

E  P  Q  S  M  

linear 90 cm 
830x830 mm
see drawing
3½” + 1” on drainer

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
89 x 89 x 24 cm - 9,5 Kg

A  R  W  M  β1   

3301 060

packing: 
89 x 89 x 24 cm - 10 Kg

A  R  T  M     Z  β1  
packing: 
89 x 89 x 24 cm - 9,5 Kg

packing: 
90 x 90 x 28 cm - 26,0 Kg

3308 060

1731 140

accessories   

Foster
satin

3305 060

corner 90x90 
830x830 mm
see drawing
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

linear 90 cm 
830x830 mm
see drawing
3½” + 1” on drainer

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

corner 90x90 
830x830 mm
see drawing
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

oats

white 1731 190

Corner sinks 
cut-out sizes.

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

Ekotek 
syntethic sink

With different bowl combinations and 
layouts, Foster’s Corner sinks can be 
recessed into both corner and linear 
cabinets, allowing you the utmost freedom 
when you plan your kitchen composition.

STANDARD BUILT-IN si
nk

s

standard 
built-in
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

suggested 
faucets

LO 
(8444 000 - page 73)

1000 series faucets
( page 74-75)

›› Alien series

8151 100 
White colander

Q

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8101 000 
Steel colander

P

8643 000 
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

M

8654 000
Cutting board 36x40

B

STANDARD BUILT-IN
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Alien series

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

M  P  Q  R  

60 (80)*cm 
970x500 mm
950x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
118 x 52 x 19 cm - 6,9 Kg

B  M  R β

1912 061 r/h
1912 062 l/h

packing: 
118 x 51 x 19 cm - 7 Kg

B  M  R packing: 
90 x 52 x 19 cm - 6 Kg

B  M  R packing: 
90 x 52 x 19 cm - 5,1 Kg

accessories   

90 cm 
1160x500 mm
1140x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

90 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

45 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

finishing          code           

Foster
satin

microfoster
anti-scratch

design
anti-scratch

1912 761 r/h
1912 762 l/h

1912 461 r/h
1912 462 l/h

1963 061 r/h
1963 062 l/h

Foster
satin

microfoster
anti-scratch

design
anti-scratch

1963 761 r/h
1963 762 l/h

1963 461 r/h
1963 462 l/h

1962 060Foster
satin

microfoster
anti-scratch

design
anti-scratch 1962 760

1962 460

1961 061 r/h
1961 062 l/h

Foster
satin

microfoster
anti-scratch

design
anti-scratch

1961 761 r/h
1961 762 l/h

1961 461 r/h
1961 462 l/h

All the models in the Alien series 
are available with three different finishes: 

Foster satin, Design anti-scratch and  Microfoster. 
Perfect matches can be achieved with the Pandora cooker 

hobs, which are available with the same finishes.

STANDARD BUILT-IN si
nk

s

standard 
built-in

* Minimun cabinet required 80 cm if placed at the start/end 
of the composition
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture. MC 

(8446 000 - page 73)

›› Big Bowl series

8151 100
White colander

S

8612 000
Steel basket 40x40

8100 280
Dishes holder
28x40

β

8612 100 
White basket 40x40 

Q

8101 000 
Steel colander

P

8653 000 
Cutting board 29x40

8655 000 
Cutting board 45x40

8643 000
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

MEC

MS 
(8445 000 - page 70)

STANDARD BUILT-IN

suggested 
faucets
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› Big Bowl series

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

E  M  S

60 cm 
1160x500 mm
1140x480 mm
3½” - Overflow on the drainer

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
124 x 57 x 26 cm - 7,2 Kg

C  E  M  S  β   

1512 001 r/h
1512 002 l/h

packing: 
124 x 56 x 25 cm - 7,6 Kg

C  E  M  S  β   packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 6,8 Kg

E  M  S packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 6 Kg

C  P  Q  β   packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 6 Kg

E  S packing: 
61 x 53 x 20 cm - 4,6 Kg

1562 001 r/h
1562 002 l/h

1361 061 r/h
1361 062 l/h

accessories   

Foster
satin

1513 001 r/h
1513 002 l/h

90 cm 
1160x500 mm
1140x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

90 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
590x500 mm
570x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

1561 001 r/h
1561 002 l/h

microfoster
anti-scratch

1561 401 r/h
1561 402 l/h

1511 001 r/h
1511 002 l/h

STANDARD BUILT-IN

image shows r/h version

si
nk

s

standard 
built-in
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› Big Bowl Soft series

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

E  M  S  

60 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480/r135 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 5,8 Kg

C  E  M  S  β   β

1662 001 r/h
1662 002 l/h

packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 6,6 Kg

C  P  Q  β   packing: 
65 x 58 x 27 cm - 3,8 Kg

E  S packing: 
65 x 58 x 27 cm - 4 Kg

1311 060

1611 060

accessories   

Foster
satin

1661 001 r/h
1661 002 l/h

90 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480/r135 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
550x500 mm
530x480/r135 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
550x500 mm
530x480/r135 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

8100 280
Dishes holder
28x40

βS

8612 000
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100 
White basket 40x40 

8151 100
White colander

Q

8101 000 
Steel colander

P

8643 000
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

M

8655 000 
Cutting board 45x40

E

8653 000 
Cutting board 29x40

C

Thanks to their ample curves, 
the Soft, Big Bowl and Tornado sinks feature 

smoothly rounded and sinuous lines. 
They perfectly match the Eleonora Soft cooker 

hob, which sports the same design.

STANDARD BUILT-IN
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Magic

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

suggested 
faucets

1000 Series faucets 
(page 74-75)

8657 528 
HPE Cutting board

8101 000 
Steel colander

8100 301 
Dishes holder
25x43

β1

8611 000
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100
White basket 34x40 

PN

8643 000 
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

M

 M  N  P  R  β1    
packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 7,1 Kg
46 x 44 x 29 cm - 4,6 Kg

1528 311 r/h
1528 312 l/h

90 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

bowls’
depth >=200mm

STANDARD BUILT-IN

Pratical and environment-friendly, the Magic 
sink has a garbage disposal unit for selective 
waste collection that allows you to dispose 
of waste straight from the sink without dirtying 
anything and without having to bend down.

Complete with two-ways waste bin 
for DIFFERENTIATED REFUSE COLLECTION (8123 000)

si
nk

s

standard 
built-in
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

suggested 
faucets

GS 
(8447 000 - page 70)

Country 
(8464 000 - page 71)

›› F2000 series

8642 001 
Cutting board 36x40

8642 002 
Cutting board 34,5x40 

8611 000
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8643 000 
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

MB3B2

STANDARD BUILT-IN
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› F2000 series

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

M  R  B3

80 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
89 x 52 x 19 cm - 5,7 Kg

 M  R  B3β

2012 061 r/h
2012 062 l/h

packing: 
118 x 52 x 19 cm - 6,7 Kg

M  R  B2 packing: 
89 x 52 x 19 cm - 4,9 Kg

M  R  B3 packing: 
89 x 52 x 19 cm - 5,6 Kg

2061 061 r/h
2061 062 l/h

2072 060

accessories   

Foster
satin

2062 060

80 cm 
1160x500 mm
1140x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

45 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

80 cm 
790x500 mm
770x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

The new sinks in the F2000 series feature a fresh 
and elegant design thanks to the original motifs 

created around the edge and draining board. 
They are proposed in conjunction with the 

Veronika hobs, with their clean-cut, sober lines.

STANDARD BUILT-IN si
nk

s

standard 
built-in
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›› Rondò

suggested 
faucets

LO 
(8444 000 - page 73)

Flexo 
(8456 000 - page 65)

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

finishing          code           pricefeaturesStandard built-in

8153 001 
St. steel colander inox

δ

8153 000 
St. steel colander inox

 Y

8610 000 
Steel basket

X

8648 000 
Iroko cutting board

K

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

1052 060Foster
satin

1052 760

microfoster
anti-scratch

K  X  Y  δ packing: 
53 x 53 x 25 cm - 4,0 Kg

60 cm 
Ø 520 mm
Ø 500 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

1752 140

1752 190

K  X  Y  δ packing: 
60 x 59 x 28 cm - 13,8 Kg

60 cm 
Ø 520 mm
Ø 500 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

design
anti-scratch

1052 460

oats

white

Ekotek 
syntethic sink

The Rondò series received 
a Mention of Honour 
at the prestigious ADI 
“Compasso d’Oro” international 
design competition.

STANDARD BUILT-IN

Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
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›› Round sinks

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

suggested 
faucets

Flexo 
(8456 000 - page 65)

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

8651 000
Round cutting board 
Ø 40

8601 000 
Round white basket

αJ

J  α packing: 
47 x 47 x 22 cm - 2,6 Kg

1010 000

45 cm 
Ø 440 mm
Ø 420 mm
2”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

1010 060Foster
satin

J  α packing: 
47 x 47 x 22 cm - 2,6 Kg

45 cm 
Ø 440 mm
Ø 420 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

LO 
(8444 000 - page 73)

STANDARD BUILT-IN si
nk

s

standard 
built-in

Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.



›› Darwin

suggested 
faucets

finishing          code           featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

8654 000 
Cutting board 36x40

B

8653 000 
Cutting board 29x40

C

8643 000 
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

M

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8100 280
Dishes holder
28x40

β

1280 061 r/h
1280 062 l/h

Foster
satin

B  C  M  R  β packing: 
89 x 51 x 19 cm - 6 Kg

80 cm 
790x500 mm
770x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

STANDARD BUILT-IN

S1000 Z85 
(8442 500 - page 74)

LO 
(8444 000 - page 73)

28

Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.



›› 1000 series

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

suggested 
faucets

1000 Series faucets 
(page 74-75)

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

M  R packing: 
119 x 52 x 19 cm - 7 Kg

1812 101 r/h
1812 102 l/h

90 cm 
1160x500 mm
1140x480 mm

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out

accessories   

Foster
satin

M  R packing: 
88 x 51 x 18 cm - 6 Kg

90 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out

accessories   

45 cm 
860x500 mm
840x480 mm

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out

M  R packing: 
88 x 51 x 18 cm - 4,8 Kgaccessories   

codewaste fittingfinishing

2”

3½” 1812 161 r/h
1812 162 l/h

Foster
satin

1886 100Foster
satin

codewaste fittingfinishing

2”

3½” 1886 160Foster
satin

Foster
satin

codewaste fittingfinishing

2”

3½”Foster
satin

1186 101 r/h
1186 102 l/h

1186 161 r/h
1186 162 l/h

STANDARD BUILT-IN

29

Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

si
nk

s

standard 
built-in
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› 1000 series

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

featuresSTANDARD BUILT-IN

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8643 000
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

M

 M  R

45 cm 
790x500 mm
770x480 mm

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out

packing: 
89 x 51 x 19 cm - 4,7 Kg

M  R packing: 
88 x 51 x 18 cm - 5,4 Kg

packing: 
52 x 48 x 19 cm - 3,8 Kg

packing: 
52 x 48 x 19 cm - 3,1 Kg

1144 000

1129 000

accessories   

1179 001 r/h
1179 002 l/h

accessories   

45 cm 
440x500 mm
420x480 mm

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out

Foster
satin

30 cm 
290x500 mm
270x480 mm

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out

80 cm 
790x500 mm
770x480 mm

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out

1279 000Foster
satin

2”

3½” 1279 060Foster
satin

codewaste fittingfinishing

Foster
satin

2”

3½”Foster
satin

codewaste fittingfinishing

1179 061 r/h
1179 062 l/h

codewaste fittingfinishing

2”

Foster
satin

codewaste fittingfinishing

2”

STANDARD BUILT-IN
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

fl ush-mount and fl at-edge

SINKS

Quadra Series
3000 Series
Sliding Rails

Trapezio
Big Bowl Series

Tornado
Uragano

Rondò
Round sinks

32

36

40

41

42

44

46

47

48

flush
mount 

&
flat

edge
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

suggested 
faucets

›› Quadra series

Geo 
(8454 000 - page 63)

Tre Alto 
(8468 000 - page 62)

FLUSH-MOUNT AND FLAT-EDGE

The corners at the bottom 
of the bowls are now rounded 
to make them easier to clean 
while the vertical ones, 
strictly “curve-less”, are true 
to the original, plain and sober 
concept.

new features 
of Quadra sinks

R0

R9
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› Quadra series

featuresFLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE 

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   

90* cm 
1000x510 mm
980x495 mm
3½” with remote control

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
108 x 57 x 29 cm - 13,2 Kg

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   

1211 090

packing: 
114 x 54 x 29 cm - 13,2 Kg

R  T1 packing: 
95 x 54 x 29 cm - 10,9 Kg

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   packing: 
106 x 58 x 29 cm - 10,8 Kg

1209 090

1219 090

Foster
satin

1213 091 r/h
1213 092 l/h

90* cm 
1079x479 mm
1059x459 mm
3½” with remote control

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories
page 35   

Foster
satin

80 cm 
804x510 mm
784x495
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

80 cm 
840x510 mm
820x495 mm
3½” with remote control

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   packing: 
62 x 54 x 29 cm - 7 Kg

1216 090

60 cm 
579x510 mm
559x495 mm
3½” with remote control

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

FLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE 

packing: 
40 x 54 x 29 cm - 4,6 Kg

1203 090

40 cm 
270x400 mm
328x495 mm
3½” with remote control

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

T1

* Minimum cabinet required could change depending on the thickness of the worktop

* Minimum cabinet required could change depending on the thickness of the worktop

flush
mount 

&
flat

edge

accessories
page 35   

accessories
page 35   

accessories
page 35   

accessories
page 35   

accessories
page 35   
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           

›› Quadra series

featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   

1218 090

packing: 
93 x 54 x 29 cm - 11 Kg

90 cm 
864x464 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   

90 cm 
985x503 mm
template in the carton
3½” with remote control  

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
106 x 57 x 29 cm - 13 Kg

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   

1210 090

packing: 
114 x 54 x 29 cm - 13,2 Kg

R  T1 packing: 
95 x 54 x 29 cm - 10,9 Kg

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   packing: 
106 x 57 x 29 cm - 10,5 Kg

1208 090

1229 090

Foster
satin

1223 091 r/h
1223 092 l/h

90* cm 
1064x464 mm
template in the carton
3½”  

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

80 cm 
789x503 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

80 cm 
825x503 mm
template in the carton
3½” with remote control 

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

FLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   

60 cm 
564x464 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
61 x 54 x 29 cm - 6,6 Kg

Foster
satin

1215 090
bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

* Minimum cabinet required could change depending on the thickness of the worktop

* Minimum cabinet required could change depending on the thickness of the worktop

accessories
page 35   

accessories
page 35   

accessories
page 35   

accessories
page 35   

accessories
page 35   

accessories
page 35   
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Quadra series
finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

R  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   packing: 
56 x 54 x 29 cm - 6 Kg

packing: 
81 x 54 x 13 cm - 3 Kg

1214 090

1201 090

60 cm 
464x464 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

drainer 614x464 mm
template in the carton
1¼”

dimensions
cut-out

waste fitting

Foster
satin

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

8100 202
Dishes holder
40x43

T2

To use only with 
L3 cutting board

8154 000 
St. steel colander 25x36

ZS

8612 000 
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100 
White basket 40x40 

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8644 004 
Twin cutting board  
41x41 

L3

8100 154 
Dishes holder
25x35

To use only with 
L3 cutting board

 T

8100 201
Dishes holder
25x44 

T1

FLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

packing: 
40 x 54 x 29 cm - 4,4 Kg

1202 090

40 cm 
334x464 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

packing: 
40 x 54 x 29 cm - 2,9 Kg

1204 090

30 cm 
244x464 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

steel
thickness 1mm

46
4

T1

flush
mount 

&
flat

edge
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

S3000
4 FT

suggested 
faucets

›› 3000 series

8101 000 
Steel colander

P

8647 000
Cutting board 34x40

8100 302 
Dishes holder
40x43

β2

8100 301
Dishes holder
25x43

β1

8646 000 
Cutting board 40x40

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8643 000 
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

S

8612 000 
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100 
White basket 40x40 

MGA

Tre 
(8457 000 - page 62)

Flexo 
(8456 000 - page 65)

FLUSH-MOUNT AND FLAT-EDGE

8151 100 
White colander
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› 3000 series

featuresFLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE

A  M  P  R  β1  

60 cm 
983x513 mm
950x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
107 x 57 x 26 cm - 9,4 Kg

A  G  M  R  S  β1    β2   β

1318 061 r/h
1318 062 l/h

packing: 
124 x 56 x 25 cm - 11,5 Kg

A  M  P  R  β1  
packing: 
105 x 57 x 26 cm - 10,9 Kg

A  G  M  R  S  β1    β2   packing: 
94 x 56 x 25 cm - 10 Kg

1376 060

1388 062 l/h

accessories   

Foster
satin

1369 061 r/h
1369 062 l/h

90 cm 
1173x513 mm
1140x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

100 cm 
983x513 mm
950x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

90 cm 
873x513 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

G  M  S  β1    β2   packing: 
94 x 57 x 25 cm - 8,5 Kg

1387 061 r/h
1387 062 l/h

60 cm 
873x513 mm
840x480 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

FLAT-EDGE

flush
mount 

&
flat

edge
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           

›› 3000 series

featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

A  P  R  β1  

60 cm 
983x513 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
107 x 57 x 26 cm - 9,4 Kg

A  G  R  S  β1    β2   β

1315 061 r/h
1315 062 l/h

packing: 
124 x 56 x 25 cm - 11,5 Kg

A  P  R  β1  
packing: 
105 x 57 x 26 cm - 10,9 Kg

A  G  R  S  β1    β2   packing: 
94 x 56 x 25 cm - 10 Kg

1373 060

1385 062 l/h

accessories   

Foster
satin

1366 061 r/h
1366 062 l/h

90 cm 
1173x513 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

100 cm 
983x513 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

90 cm 
873x513 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

G  S  β1    β2   packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 8,5 Kg

1384 061 r/h
1384 062 l/h

60 cm 
873x513 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

FLUSH-MOUNT
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› 3000 series
featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

S

60 cm 
554x454 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
63 x 53 x 28 cm - 6,6 Kg

G  S  β1    β2    packing: 
55 x 54 x 28 cm - 5,8 Kg

A  R  β1   packing: 
53 x 47 x 28 cm - 5 Kg

accessories   

Foster
satin

1116 061 r/h
1116 062 l/h

45 cm 
454x454 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

40 cm 
394x454 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

1114 061 r/h
1114 062 l/h

1117 061 r/h
1117 062 l/h

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

8101 000 
Steel colander

P

8100 302 
Dishes holder
40x43

β2

8100 301
Dishes holder
25x43

β1

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

S

8612 000 
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100 
White basket 40x40 

8643 000 
Sliding cutting board 
30x54

M

8646 000 
Cutting board 40x40

G

8647 000
Cutting board 34x40

A

Cut-out for flush-mount recessing
The flush-mount products fit into an opening 
made in the worktop, as shown in the figure.
The template and the exact measurements 
for the aperture are included in each box.

FLUSH-MOUNT

8151 100 
White colander

flush
mount 

&
flat

edge
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

suggested 
faucets

Kelvin 
(8470 000 - page 60)

›› Sliding Rails

8643 115 
Cutting board 28x48

8154 000 
St. steel colander 25x36

ZM2

8100 115
St. steel dishes holder 
23x47

U2

M2  U2  Z  
packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 9,6 Kg

1488 061 r/h
1488 062 l/h

90 cm 
873x553 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

finishing          code           

Lorenzo 
(8466 000 - page 64)

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

FLUSH-MOUNT AND FLAT-EDGE

Sliding Rails is an extremely practical, innovative 
sink that optimizes the available space. Thanks to its 
elegant and functional design, the accessories slide 
along independent tracks and can be used to obtain 

many different configurations.

featuresFLAT-EDGE

M2  U2  Z  
packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 9,6 Kg

1489 061 r/h
1489 062 l/h

90 cm 
873x553 mm
840x520
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

finishing          code           

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Trapezio

suggested 
faucets

featuresFLAT-EDGE

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100
White basket 34x40 

8154 040 
Stainless 
steel colander

∆

8644 040
Padouk wood
Twin cutting board

 Σ

8100 040 
St. steel dishes holder 

Ξ

3311 061 r/h
3311 062 l/h

Foster
satin

R  ∆  Σ  Ξ packing: 
106 x 62 x 29 cm - 7,5 Kg

60 cm 
1006x552 mm
template in the carton
3½” with remote control

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

finishing          code           

Arsenio 
(8471 000 - page 66)

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

FLAT-EDGE

Ellis 
(8463 000 - page 67)

flush
mount 

&
flat

edge
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Big Bowl Soft series

8151 100
White colander

S

8100 280 
Dishes holder
28x40

β

8653 000
Cutting board 29x40

8655 000 
Cutting board 45x40

EC

8612 000 
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100
White basket 40x40 

Q

8101 000
Steel colander

P

FLUSH-MOUNT

MC 
(8446 000 - page 73)

MS 
(8445 000 - page 70)

suggested 
faucets
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› Big Bowl Soft series

featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

 E  S

60 cm 
873x513 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 7,6 Kg

C  E  S  β   

1062 061 r/h
1062 062 l/h

packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 8,2 Kg

C  P  Q  β   packing: 
65 x 58 x 27 cm - 3,7 Kg

 E  S packing: 
65 x 58 x 27 cm - 5,2 Kg

1113 060

1115 060

accessories   

Foster
satin

1061 061 r/h
1061 062 l/h

90 cm 
873x513 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
563x513 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
563x513 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

steel
thickness 1mm

steel
thickness 1mm

steel
thickness 1mm

steel
thickness 1mm

The flush-mount sinks in the Big Bowl series 
feature an original and elegant design thanks 

to the characteristic gently curving profile. 
The same sinuous lines are to be found in the Eleonora, 

Vulcano and Magic flush-mount cooker hobs.

FLUSH-MOUNT

flush
mount 

&
flat

edge
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

suggested 
faucets

Camillo
(8467 000 - page 61)

›› Tornado series

 

8100 154
Dishes holder
25x35

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

 T

8151 100 
White colander

8100 111
Dishes holder 23x45

U

8154 000 
St. steel colander 25x36

Z

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

8100 121 
Dishes holder

Ω

Q

8152 100
White plastic bowl
36x30

O

8644 003
Twin cutting board  
37x46

L2

8659 112 
Cutting board 37x46

IH

8659 111 
Cutting board 37x30

Lorenzo 
(8466 000 - page 64)

FLUSH-MOUNT AND FLAT-EDGE
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› Tornado series

featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

H  I  O  Q  U  L2    T    Z   

60 cm 
803x513 mm
template in the carton
3½” with remote control 

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 7,8 Kg

H  I  O  Q  U  L2    T    Z   

1078 660

packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 7,8 Kg

H  O  Q  Ω packing: 
94 x 60 x 30 cm - 26,5 Kg

1751 000

accessories   

Foster
satin

80 cm 
803x513 mm
770x480 mm
3½” with remote control 

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

90 cm 
854x494 mm
template in the carton
3½” 

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

extra 
white 

1079 660

Ekotek 
syntethic sink

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

All the Tornado sinks, both the built-in and Flush-mount models, 
have been designed to perfectly match the Eleonora cooker hobs, which are available in the same versions.

FLUSH-MOUNT AND FLAT-EDGE

bowls’
depth >=200mm

flush
mount 

&
flat

edge
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Uragano

finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

suggested 
faucets

Peppone 
(8465 000 - page 64)

finishing          code           featuresFLAT-EDGE

8659 112 
Cutting board 37x46

I

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

8154 000 
St. steel colander 25x36

Z

8100 154
Dishes holder
25x35

8100 112 
Plastic bowl holder 
37x45 

V

8100 111
Dishes holder 23x45

U

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

 T

8644 003 
Twin cutting board  
37x46

L2 O

To use only with V 
bowl holder

8152 100
White plastic bowl
36x30

8151 100 
White colander

Q

I  O  Q  U  V  L2  T  Z  
packing: 
107 x 57 x 26 cm - 9,2 Kg

1055 600

accessories   

Foster
satin

Foster
satin

I  O  Q  U  V  L2  T  Z  
packing: 
107 x 57 x 26 cm - 9,2 Kg

100 cm 
983x513 mm
950x480
3½” 

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

1054 600

MS 
(8445 000 - page 70)

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

100 cm 
983x513 mm
template in the carton
3½” 

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

FLUSH-MOUNT AND FLAT-EDGE
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

K  δ  
packing: 
54 x 54 x 26 cm - 4,2 Kg

1051 060

60 cm 
Ø 553 mm
Ø 500 mm
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

FLUSH-MOUNT

FLAT-EDGE

›› Rondò

suggested 
faucets

finishing          code           features

8648 000
Iroko cutting board

K

8153 001 
St. steel colander

δ

K  δ  
packing: 
54 x 54 x 26 cm - 4,2 Kg

1053 060

60 cm 
Ø 553 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

finishing          code           

LO 
(8444 000 - page 73)

Flexo 
(8456 000 - page 65)

features

FLUSH-MOUNT AND FLAT-EDGE

The Rondò series received 
a Mention of Honour 
at the prestigious ADI
“Compasso d’Oro” international 
design competition.

flush
mount 

&
flat

edge
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finishing          code           featuresFLUSH-MOUNT

suggested 
faucets

›› Round sinks

8651 000
Round cutting board 
Ø 40

J

8601 000
Round white basket

α

J  α  
packing: 
47 x 47 x 22 cm - 3,4 Kg

1110 060

45 cm 
Ø 420 mm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
dimensions

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

LO 
(8444 000 - page 73)

Flexo 
(8456 000 - page 65)

FLUSH-MOUNT

Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

Quadra Series
Sliding Rails

Tornado
4000 Series’ Bowls
3000 Series’ Bowls
Undermount Sinks

Big Bowl Series
Undermount Bowls

Round Sinks

50

52

53

54

55

56

56

57

57

under
mount

undermount

SINKS
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Quadra

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

cut-out UNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

›› Quadra series

suggested 
faucets

1210 890Foster
satin

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z  
packing: 
114 x 54 x 29 cm - 13,0 Kg

120 cm 
45x40 cm + drainer
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

R  T1 packing: 
95 x 54 x 29 cm - 10,7 Kg

80 cm 
(2x) 34x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowls

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

1208 890Foster
satin

Geo 
(8454 000 - page 63)

Tre Alto 
(8468 000 - page 62)

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

UNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   β

1218 890

packing: 
91 x 54 x 29 cm - 10,6 Kg

90 cm 
80x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› Quadra series
featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

8100 201
Dishes holder
25x44 

To use only with 
L3 cutting board

8154 000
St. steel colander 25x36

Z

8100 202
Dishes holder
40x43

T2T1

8100 154 
Dishes holder
25x35

To use only with 
L3 cutting board

 TS

8612 000
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100 
White basket 40x40 

8611 000
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8644 004
Twin cutting board  
41x41 

L3

S  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   β

60 cm 
50x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
61 x 54 x 29 cm - 6,5 Kg

R  L3  T  T1  T2  Z   β packing: 
56 x 54 x 29 cm - 5,9 Kg

packing: 
40 x 54 x 29 cm - 4,3 Kg

1214 890

1202 890

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
40x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

40
27x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

1215 890
bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

UNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

packing: 
81 x 54 x 13 cm - 3,0 Kg

1201 890

55x40 cm
template in the carton
1¼”

drainer
cut-out

waste fitting

Foster
satin

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

T1βaccessories   

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

packing: 
30 x 54 x 29 cm - 2,9 Kg

1204 890

30
18x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

steel
thickness 1mm

under
mount
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featuresUNDERMOUNT

suggested 
faucets

8643 115 
Cutting board 28x48

8100 115
St. steel dishes holder 
23x47

U2

8154 000
St. steel colander 25x36

ZM2

M2  U2  Z  
packing: 
100 x 60 x 25 cm - 9,6 Kg

1488 861 r/h
1488 862 l/h

90 cm 
50x40/23x34 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowls

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

›› Sliding Rails

finishing          code           

Kelvin 
(8470 000 - page 60)

Lorenzo 
(8466 000 - page 64)

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

UNDERMOUNT

Sliding Rails is an extremely practical, innovative 
sink that optimizes the available space. Thanks to its 
elegant and functional design, the accessories slide 
along independent tracks and can be used to obtain  

many different configurations.

Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› Tornado

suggested 
faucets

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

H

8659 111
Cutting board 37x30

8659 112
Cutting board 37x46

I

8644 003
Twin cutting board  
37x46

L2

8152 100
White basket
36x30

O

8151 100
White colander

Q

8100 154
Dishes holder
25x35

8154 000
St. steel colander 25x36

Z

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

To use only with 
L2 cutting board

 T

8100 111
Dishes holder 23x45

U

1679 860Foster
satin

 H  I  O  Q  U  L2  T  Z  
packing: 
94 x 57 x 26 cm - 7,3 Kg

80 cm 
73x44 cm
template in the carton
3½” with remote control 

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

GS 
(8447 000 - page 70)

Lorenzo 
(8466 000 - page 64)

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

UNDERMOUNT

under-
mount
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

60 cm 
45x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

1262 860

Foster
satin

40 cm 
34x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

1263 860

suggested 
faucets

›› 4000 series’ bowls - radius 25

S

8612 000
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100
White basket 40x40 

8611 000
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

UNDERMOUNT

Kelvin 
(8470 000 - page 60)

Lorenzo 
(8466 000 - page 64)

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

R  accessories   

S  accessories   

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

›› 4000 series’ bowls - radius 25

finishing          code           

1267 860

60 cm 
53x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

80 cm 
71x43 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

1265 860

›› 3000 series’ bowls

featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

S

45 cm 
40x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
53 x 52 x 28 cm - 5 Kg

S

1116 861 r/h
1116 862 l/h

packing: 
65 x 58 x 29 cm - 6 Kg

R packing: 
52 x 46 x 28 cm - 4,4 Kg

accessories   

Foster
satin

1114 861 r/h
1114 862 l/h

60 cm 
50x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

40 cm 
34x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

1117 861 r/h
1117 862 l/h

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

finishing          code          featuresUNDERMOUNT

featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           

UNDERMOUNT

UNDERMOUNT

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

S  accessories   

bowls’
depth >=200mm

steel
thickness 1mm

S  accessories   

under
mount
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

finishing          code           

›› Undermount sinks

featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

A  P  Q  R

60 cm 
34x40/15x30 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowls

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
67 x 58 x 29 cm - 5,6 Kg

R

1302 860

packing: 
81 x 52 x 23 cm - 8,4 Kg

A  P  Q  R packing: 
60 x 52 x 20 cm - 5,1 Kg

accessories   

Foster
satin

1309 861 r/h
1309 862 l/h

80 cm 
(2x) 34x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowls

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
34x40/15x30 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowls

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

1308 861 r/h
1308 862 l/h

finishing          code           

›› Big Bowl series

featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

C  P  Q  β

60 cm 
28x40/15x30 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowls

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
65 x 58 x 27 cm - 3,6 Kg

E  S

1611 068

packing: 
61 x 53 x 20 cm - 4,8 Kg

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
45x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

1311 068

UNDERMOUNT

UNDERMOUNT

steel
thickness 1mm

steel
thickness 1mm
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Standard fittings: fixing brackets, basket, waste fitting, overflow and siphon. Packing: single carton box.
Right hand (r/h) means that the sink has the bowl (or bigger bowl) on the right side.The same for left hand models. The single code means that the model is reversible or available in the hand presented in the picture.

8611 000 
Steel basket 34x40

R

8611 100 
White basket 34x40 

8151 100 
White colander

Q

8101 000 
Steel colander

P

8647 000 
Cutting board 34x40

A

finishing          code           

›› Undermount bowls

featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

finishing          code           featuresUNDERMOUNT

R

40 cm 
34x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

packing: 
52 x 48 x 19 cm - 3,4 Kg

S  

1811 050

packing: 
52 x 48 x 19 cm - 3,3 Kg

packing: 
52 x 48 x 19 cm - 1 Kg

accessories   

Foster
satin

60 cm 
45x40 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

Foster
satin

30 cm 
15x30 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

Foster
satin

1307 860

1300 068

1010 008Foster
satin

codewaste fittingfinishing

2”

3½” 1010 068Foster
satin

featuresUNDERMOUNT

›› Round sinks

α packing: 
46 x 46 x 21 cm - 2,6 Kg

45 cm 
Ø 38 cm
template in the carton
3½”

cabinet
bowl

cut-out
waste fitting

accessories   

S

8612 000 
Steel basket 40x40

8612 100 
White basket 40x40 

8601 000 
Round white basket

α

8100 280
Dishes holder
28x40

β

8653 000 
Cutting board 29x40

C

8655 000 
Cutting board 45x40

E

UNDERMOUNT

UNDERMOUNT

under
mount




